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Description Delivery and Returns from Manufacturer Reviews Go Eliminate Guessing When You Roll Out The Fudge! Slip these easy-to-use guide rings at the ends of your 20 inch rolling pin to reach the perfect thickness each time. Content:1/16 (blue) for flower petals and leaves3/16 (gold) for letters,
numbers and applicati shapes1/8 (orange) for shapes cut with Wilton Cut-Outs or cookie cutters and to cover cakes with fondant delivery and returns Most products can be shipped through standard ground (supplied in 3-7 business days) or accelerated (1 business day). Orders placed before 11:00 a.m.
central time using the Expedited option will be sent on the same day. View Full Delivery policy and pricing - Returns If your Michaels purchase does not match your satisfaction, you can return it within six months (180 days) after purchase. To return the goods, the goods must be new, unused and in the
original packaging. You can return the item to the Michaels store or by mail. See Full Return Policy - From manufacturer jump customer reviews to Wilton® Rolling Pin Guide Rings is rated 3.9 out of 5 by 8. A score of 3 out of 5 Randy K from the inner diameter would be nice to know the inner diameter of
the rings before you buy them. Not all rolling pins are the same size. Published date: 2020-07-20 Grade 5 of the 5 kc63 from The Great Product have been wanting something like this for a while. Now just need more rolling pin. Had to make one long strip of cookie dough Date published: 2019-12-26
Score 2 of 5 by deville1977 from Ehhh normally would be fine if the sizes were on them........... Published: 2019-11-13 Score 4 out of 5 New Baker 13 from Great Assistant As a novice baker rolling out a consistent thickness in my dough was a real challenge. These rings make it very easy to know that my
dough is the right thickness, and I don't have the burnt edges from the rolling ends of a small date published: 2018-08-05 Score 4 out of 5 By Lelneria from Works Well Got It for My Wooden Rolling Pin and Works Well! Just wish there were a few more size options. Published: 2018-05-08 Grade 3 of 5 by
Teri1017 from This product was useful They developed a great but must put measurements on the strips. Published: 2017-08-26 Score 5 out of 5 by anidjart from guide rings These rings are perfect if you don't know how thick to roll the dough. Works very well and will not allow the dough to be rolled any
thinner than the size of the ring. Published: 2017-06-12 Score 5 out of 5 By Newbaker from Awesome Product They are perfect for value to have the right thickness every time! Published time: 2016-02-13 SKU: 4534 Shipping: Calculated for Country of Origin: U.S. Shipping Description and With these
rolling pin rings you can roll the dough to perfect thickness. Use for cookies, pie peels, puff cookies and cookies. Just select a set set For the desired thickness, place on any standard rolling pin (not included) and roll the dough. The rings provide a monotonous and homogeneous thickness. - Even novice
bakers can roll the dough to perfect thickness using these smart ring rolling pins- Keeps the rolling pins at an exact distance from the dough, so that the rolls are evenly distributed; Great for cookies, pie peels and more- Sold here in a set of 8 with 4 different sizes (4 thickness levels): 1/16-inch, 1/8-inch,
1/4-inch and 3/8-inch-rings to keep the pin at an exact distance from the dough; Dough rolls are evenly made in the U.S. We can send to any address in Canada. Please note that due to restrictions on certain products, we do not transport outside of Canada. - IN-STORE PICKUP / CURBSIDE
CONTACTLESS PARKING PICKUP (MINIMUM ORDER $25): Free (option is available to customers with a payment address located in British Columbia). - VANCOUVER Flat Delivery Rate: $13.00 - BRITISH COLUMBIA Shipping Rate Starting at: $16.00 - ALBERTA, MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN
Shipping Rate starting at $17.25 for 500g maximum parcel weight or as low as $23.21 - ONTARIO, ONTARIO THE KUBEK, AND EASTS PROVINCES Shipping Rate starting at $18.25 for 500g maximum parcel weight or as low as $29.89 - When you place an order, we will evaluate the delivery for you
based on the availability of your items, and the delivery option (s) you choose. - Please note that shipping rates for many of the goods we sell are weight-based. To reflect the policies of the shipping companies we use, all weights will be rounded up to the next full pound. Christmas return policy in store
and online - A receipt or online order number is required for all refunds/exchanges. - No refund/exchange for food. All decorations and books are the final sale. - Special orders take at least 6-8 weeks to arrive and 50% of deposits are non-refundable. - Special orders cannot be guaranteed to arrive before
Christmas. - Full refund/exchange will be observed if unopened, unused and in the original packaging. - Purchases made between October 19 and December 24 can be returned/exchanged until January 12 with original receipts or gift receipts - this does not apply to Black Friday/Boxing Week selling



items marked Final Sale. -There is no guarantee on cutting boards. Because of the intimate nature of Tweezerman beauty and hygiene products, these items are considered the ultimate sale. - Lost or stolen gift cards cannot be over-opheus. No refund/exchange for gift items baskets. - We check all
breakables before they leave the store - once they leave the store they are your responsibility and non-returnable if broken. - Goods bought for on their return, they will pay a 20% restocking fee. Seasonal goods cannot be returned/exchanged after December 1. - Items cannot be placed on hold without full
payment between December 1st and 31st refund policy - Order number is required for all refunds and exchanges. There are no refunds or exchanges for any food. All Items and books are the final sale. - Full recoil/exchange will be made if the product is unopened, not used, and in its original packaging
with all accessories. Refunds and exchanges must be within 30 days of purchase. We will also pay refundable shipping costs if the refund is the result of our error (you received the wrong or defective item, etc.) - For items received from an online order that arrived broken, please send a photo document
of damage websales@gourmetwarehouse.ca along with the order number within 24 hours of receipt. - You should expect to get a refund as soon as we have received and check the refunded order. - Exchanges will not be issued or accepted within 30 days of purchase. - Gift cards and E-Gift certificates
are not cash-stydly, lost or stolen gift cards cannot be overpaid. - There are no refunds/exchanges on gift baskets. Image not available forColour: forColour:
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